**Certified Social Worker (CSW)**
Accredited BSSW + Apply + Payment of fees
OR
Accredited MSW + Apply + Payment of fees

**Certified Master Social Worker (CMSW only)**
Accredited MSW + 3,000 hours of post-MSW experience + Appropriate supervision + Pass the ASWB Examination (Generalist or Clinical) + Apply + Payment of fees

**Provisional Certified Master Social Worker (PCMSW)**
Accredited MSW under appropriate supervision + Apply + Payment of fees

**Provisional Licensed Mental Health Practitioner (PLMHP)**
Qualifying and accredited MSW under appropriate supervision + Apply + Payment of fees

**Licensed Mental Health Practitioner (LMHP only)**
Qualifying and accredited MSW + 3,000 hours of post-MSW experience (of which a minimum of 1,500 are direct clinical contact) + Appropriate supervision + Pass the ASWB Clinical Examination + Apply + Payment of fees

**Licensed Independent Mental Health Practitioner (LIMHP only)**
Qualifying and accredited MSW + 3,000 hours of post-MSW experience (of which a minimum of 1,500 are with clients diagnosed under the major mental illness or disorder category) + Appropriate supervision + Pass the ASWB Clinical Examination + Apply + Payment of fees

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker (CMSW + LMHP = LCSW)**
Qualifying and accredited MSW + 300 hours direct service in MSW practicum + 3,000 hours of post-MSW experience (of which a minimum of 1,500 hours are direct clinical contact) + Appropriate supervision + Pass the ASWB Clinical Examination + Apply + Payment of fees

**Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker (CMSW + LIMHP = LICSW)**
Qualifying and accredited MSW + 300 hours direct service in a MSW practicum + 3,000 hours of post-MSW experience (of which a minimum of 1,500 are with clients diagnosed under the major mental illness or disorder category) + Appropriate supervision + Pass the ASWB Clinical Examination + Apply + Payment of fees
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